
 

What are we 
talking about? 

What did we say? What are we going to do? 

Apologies Separate sub-committee meeting for Year 5 and 6 councillors to meet with Jack to discuss [;am  

Previous Minutes First subcommittee meeting for the Little Library project.  

Agenda  Little Library  
 

 

Little Library Location: Jody suggested having two little libraries, one situated in the KS1 area and one in the KS2 
area. Agreed by rest of committee, will do a walk around to look for possible locations. 
Size: Mr Cooper explained that Jack would be helping the pupil council to construct the little library 
with help from Darren and asked Jack what he needs to know from the councillors. Jack said he needs 
to know how big it will be, suggested 3 foot by 3 foot. 
Situation/standing: Millie added that it could be on a pole or on legs or could be attached to a wall. 
Mr Cooper added that if on a pole or legs this would need to be somewhere where it is soil and not 
concrete so the legs could be dug into the ground as it needs to be secure.  
Design: Year 6 had put together some ideas they had researched and shared with the rest of the 
subcommittee. The committee liked the house like designs with pitched rooves and a clear door to 
see what books are inside. Discussed problems of having a flat roof regarding drainage and then 
potential rotting.   
Paint: Jody suggested repainting the little libraries each season to fit with events like Christmas. Mr 
Cooper added this would be a good way to help remind people that it is there for use.  
Shelves: Committee agreed that one shelf would be best and Mr Cooper added that the little library 
would need to be big enough to fit two rows of A4 size books.  
Amelia made the point that the KS1 one would have to be low enough for the younger children to 
reach and choose books.  

ACTION – Little Library committee to 
meet Thursday 11th October at 
9:30am. 
 
ACTION – Little Library committee to 
create a report for the next Pupil 
Council meeting. 
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Mr Cooper said that for this we will need wood and hinges etc so himself and Jack will talk to Darren 
about what materials we already have, if we do not have enough of something then we can put out a 
letter asking for donations. Mr Cooper will feedback at the next meeting.  
Millie added that she has loads of books at home that she has outgrown and would like to donate. Mr 
Cooper added that once the little libraries are almost built we can put out a letter or something in the 
newsletter asking for books to be donated. Do not want really tatty books that are falling apart but 
would like books that maybe children have just outgrown.  
Mr Cooper explained that the construction would mainly be down to Jack and Darren but with the 
help of KS2 councillors too and then the painting could be done by KS1 councillors so everybody can 
lend a hand in helping.  
 

Next meeting. Thursday 18th October 2018 at 9:30am.  


